Jerry the welder climbed through his iron monkey-puzzle and followed me back to the loft, commenting that the silence had jarred him out of bed. I didn't apologize for the hammering since it was a fact, a thing neither of us could do anything about. It would be as futile as my apologizing for being tall.
Jerry went up and down the loft turning on bulbs, climbing a chair to slam the skylight, starting to make fresh coffee in the burnt pot. It was odd to imagine. I found a cigarette and lit it. to make an effort to be rude, and find a street booth, there was nothing to do but go along.
The monkey-puzzle, raw edges and corners of welded metal, filled the whole room. I ducked and weaved my way through, avoiding things that balanced and things that spun. Part of it was electrified, because neon blinked among its in
